SPORTS: HOCKEY, SOCCER, RINGETTE, BASEBALL, SKATING, etc
To completely remove the odour, NokOut must come into direct contact with the problem
IMPORTANT:

Always do a patch test to check for colour fastness. OdorTECH cannot be
responsible for any issues of discolouration, fading, etc. May cause fading
if exposed to direct sunlight before fully dry.

SHAKE BOTTLE WELL BEFORE USING. Always carry a bottle of NokOut in your equipment
bag and spray your equipment down after every game or practice.
WASHABLE EQUIPMENT: If the equipment is washable, put it in the machine and add 175 –
250 ml of NokOut to the wash or rinse cycle. Do NOT use a detergent with fragrance. See our
Laundry sheet for specific instructions.
In between washings, jerseys and clothing can be lightly sprayed with NokOut to keep offensive
odours at bay.
NON-WASHABLE EQUIPMENT: If equipment is not washable, spray it liberally with NokOut
and let it air dry. You may need to repeat this step if the equipment is older and has been
accumulating odour for a prolonged period of time.
GYM BAGS: Remove all contents from your gym bag, wipe down each piece with a clean cloth
and then spray each piece with NokOut at full strength.
GLOVES: Gloves are particularly hard to deodorize since NokOut must come into contact with
the source of the odour to eliminate it. Spray NokOut generously inside the fingers and wrists.
Also spray the outside of the glove and allow to air dry. NokOut is completely non-toxic so you
can apply it liberally to your hands and then work the product into the gloves manually to ensure
you reach the tip of the fingers.
HELMETS: Spray the inside of the helmet after each use and allow to air dry.
SKATES/FOOTWARE: Skates and other footwear should be sprayed liberally with NokOut after
each use. Pay special attention to the toe area and tongue of the boot or shoe. If the insole is
removable, take it out and treat both sides. Once sprayed, let it air dry.
NokOut must dry completely in order for it to work. If your gear/apparel is badly soiled, it may
require more than one application.
NokOut works as it dries so let it dry thoroughly!
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